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This paper examines literary images of women in Galdos1 Fortunata 
y Jacinta in an effort to cast new light on sociological perspectives 
of women in nineteenth-century Spanish society. The study is composed 
of three chapters. The first chapter gives a brief introduction to the 
author and his works and presents a synopsis of nineteenth-century 
Spanish history. It also gives a summary of Fortunata y Jacinta and 
relates Galdo's1 portrayal of feminine life to the actual life of Spanish 
women during the nineteenth century. 
The second and third chapters make up the major part of the study. 
Chapter two contrasts the female characters in the novel and cites 
examples which help to show their role in nineteenth-century Spanish 
society. Chapter three, an examination of the individual, class, and 
society in Fortunata y Jacinta, shows how nineteenth-century Spanish life 
had an effect on the female characters. 
The conclusion is that the characterization of women in Fortunata 
Jacinta, when compared with the actual position of women in nineteenth- 
century Spain, reveals that much of that era's feminine life is re¬ 
flected in the novel. 
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PREFACE 
The role of Spanish women in society is the subject of impassioned 
debate. The question of marriage, the family, sexual behavior and the 
relation between constraint and freedom recurs in moral, sociological, 
political and literary discussion. While the discourse is current, the 
question is not. 
Throughout the history of Spain there have been declarations made 
as to what the role of the female should or should not be. These state¬ 
ments began during the early centuries, when the woman was solely house¬ 
keeper and mother, and have continued to the present. 
The nineteenth century is an interesting period for examining the 
role of women in Spanish society because it was during this time that 
Spain underwent many changes politically, economically and socially, changes 
which affected feminine life. 
One is able to glimpse the life of the women of this particular era 
not only by studying nineteenth-century history, but also by examining 
its literary works because literature can present existing social rela¬ 
tionships as well as give insight into the roles expected. Further, an 
examination of the literary images of women in nineteenth-century Spain 
can cast new light on sociological perspectives of women in that society. 
Of that era's literary great, one author in particular, Benito 
Pe'rez Galdo's, successfully portrays feminine life. He does this especial¬ 
ly in his novel, Fortunata y Jacinta, where he not only reflects the role 
of women of that century but contrasts the lives of upper and lower class 
women. This contrast is noteworthy because it was during the nineteenth 
i i i 
century that the upper middle class became prominent and the pueblo or 
lower class finally entered the mainstream of Spanish life. 
The role of women during the nineteenth century, unlike any other 
period in the country's history, changes significantly. The transforma¬ 
tions are brought about because of many factors: the Industrial Revolu¬ 
tion, the Restoration, the acquisition of new views, and the influence 
of Europe. None of these changes, however, is as significant as those 
brought about by the intermingling of the women of the classes, i.e., 
the association of women of the upper class with women of the lower 





History is to all Spaniards a living thing, something to live with, 
and to live up to. It has no Dark Ages in the sense that the term is 
used of a period of European history, thus, events and activities of the 
past live in the minds of Spaniards as if they happened only yesterday. 
In the latter years of the nineteenth century when Spaniards, 
having lost an empire, were asking themselves what had gone wrong and 
what their role in the future of the world would be or ought to be, 
philosophers, poets and novelists like Benito Perez Galdos, joined his¬ 
torians in looking to the past for answers. 
It is through the works of observant authors like Galdos that we, 
in the present, are made aware of Spain's many problems of the past. 
Benito Perez Galdos (1843-1920) was born in the Canary Islands 
but studied and spent the major portion of his life in Madrid. He also 
traveled all over Spain, and knew it as no one else did. 
Though he has written forty-six volumes of historical Episodios 
Nacionales, thirty-four "social" novels, twenty-four plays, and fifteen 
volumes of miscellaneous works, his merits are far more than quantita¬ 
tive. He came to Madrid to study law but gave it up for literature. He 
worked on a number of dramas never acted or published, but began his real 
literary career with an historical novel of the nineteenth century, J_a 
1 
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Fontana de oro (1870). He conceived the idea of writing a fictitious 
history of Spain from I8O8 onward, in which the imaginary characters 
would move among actual historical events, and in 1873 he began the first 
of the five series of the Episodios Nacionales with Trafalgar, and the 
last, Canovas, brings Spanish history down to the Restoration of 1874.^ 
Galdos sought to give the spirit of the times, the motivating forces, the 
atmosphere, the spiritual climate, the private as well as the public 
activities of historical personages involved. By thus recounting their 
immediate past, he made Spaniards see themselves, often for the first 
time. 
The creative power of Galdos is better shown in the remarkable 
number of his novels dissecting contemporary Spanish society, especially 
the middle classes. His novel Fortunata y Jacinta (1886—1887) is con¬ 
sidered his masterpiece. In the novel GaldcSs gives a penetrating view 
of the complex Spanish world in one of its moments of political and 
social transformation, the nineteenth century. 
Spain during the nineteenth century did not share in the benefits 
of the Industrial Revolution and her economic progress was not great. 
Politically the forms of constitutional monarchy were theoretically 
adopted though practically not realized. The government was controlled 
by a series of strong military leaders. Queen Isabel II, partly because 
of her irregular personal conduct, was dethroned in the September Revolu¬ 
tion of 1868. Amadeo of Savoy, invited to the throne in 1871, felt 
^Nicholson Adams and John Keller, A Brief Survey of Spanish Litera¬ 
ture (Totowa: Littlefield, Adams & Co., 1968), p. 138. 
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forced to abdicate the next year. The First Spanish Republic, 1873-1874, 
was unsuccessful, and Isabel's young son, Alfonso XII, was put on the 
throne in 1874. The last Carlist War was ended in 1876, and a new Con¬ 
stitution was proclaimed. Political difficulties remained unsolved even 
during the minority of Alfonso XIII (b. 1885), and worsened during his 
reign unti1 1931. 
Though the nineteenth century was characterized by many revolutions, 
wars and changes in government, there is another reason for interest in 
this period. It was during this epoch that the nobility lost some of 
its power and another class emerged powerful: the bourgeois or upper 
middle class. Although the privileges which marked the difference be¬ 
tween the nobles and the common people continued practically the same as 
in preceding periods, the middle class, now made up of industrialists, 
merchants, landowners and professional literary men, was distinguished 
from the workers (the mass group) by their wealth and well-being. They 
were, nevertheless, still set apart from the nobility by their lack of 
"hidal gu^a."^ 
It was also during this time that the pueblo, the one class which 
had not taken part in the process of "nivelacion," the upgrading or 
leveling of classes, finally entered the mainstream of Spanish life. 
The novel, Fortunata y Jacinta, which takes place in 1870, or more 
precisely, from December, 1869 to 1876, begins at the moment in which the 
p 
L. B. Walton, Pérez-Galdo's and the Spanish Novel of the 19th 
Century (New York: Gordian Press, 1970), p. 23. 
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struggling middle class seems to have finally achieved its main objectives 
and believes to have become, in effect, the determining factor in social 
change and, so they liked to believe, "society" itself. Its only "prob¬ 
lems" were the stubborn disinterest and/or opposition of what we may 
call the "feudal" mentality of the Aristocracy and the Church, the 
bothersome political and military disturbances and, clearly at the bottom 
of the list in the Spain of that period, the beginnings of the proletari¬ 
ats' push, the emergence of what, quite properly, Galdos calls "el cuarto 
3 
estado" —the pueblo class. 
The novel is, within itself, a novel of class and society because 
it deals almost entirely with a contrast between two women, the upper 
middle class wife and the mistress who comes from the people, from the 
"cuarto estado." 
A young man, Juanito Santa Cruz, the only son of well-to-do parents, 
Baldomero and Barbarita Santa Cruz, seduces Fortunata, a girl of the 
people. He abandons her and later marries his cousin, Jacinta, from the 
same middle class as himself. A few years pass and the married couple 
remains childless. Galdos makes it clear that Jacinta is sterile. 
Although very much in love with his wife, Juanito takes up again with 
Fortunata. In the intervening period, she is kept by a number of men 
but ends up by marrying Maxi Rubfn, a young man of the middle class. 
The principal part of the novel consists of Juanito's varying 
3 
Carlos B1anco-Aguinaga, "On 'The Birth of Fortunata,"' Anales 
Gal dosianos (1966), Vol. I, No. 2, p. 17. 
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relations with both women, and thus, both classes and in the feelings 
that the two women, who are both in love with Juanito, have for one 
another. Behind these three persons are grouped their numerous friends 
and relatives, rich on one side and poor on the other, as well as the 
family of Fortunata's husband Maxi, who belongs to the respectable 
lower middle class. Because Maxi is impotent, the marriage is never 
consummated. Fortunata, however, has only sought in marriage an escape 
from shame and revilement. She considers Juanito her true husband and 
goes to him whenever he beckons. Their relationship is seasonable, 
according to Juanito's urge for novelty and adventure. 
Fortunata believes a childless marriage to be no marriage at all, 
thus she believes herself to be more truly married to Juanito than Jacinta 
because she has had a son by him, whereas Jacinta's great tragedy is that 
she is childless. This sterility of the wife has a symbolic value. 
Galdos has always castigated the frivolity of the upper classes, and 
here he is putting forward an idea that the vital force of the country 
lies in the people (el pueblo) and that the upper classes are feeble and 
4 
decadent. 
The heart of the novel traces Fortunata's change in attitude toward 
Jacinta. The mistress, aware of Jacinta's reputation as an angelic per¬ 
son, tries to become her equal, but her progress toward middle class 
decorum and respectability is checked by her unbridled pueblo instincts. 
Jose F. Montesinos, Estudios sobre la novela espafîola del siqlo 
XIX: Gal do's (Madrid, Editorial Castalia, 1969), p. 397- 
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The only way she can match the woman she has grown to admire is to bear 
a child to Juanito Santa Cruz. Her real triumph, however, comes when she 
bequeaths the child to Jacinta. This is her great "idea." It compels 
the Santa Cruz family to esteem her. In the final chapters, Fortunata 
gives her newborn son to her "amiga" and thus joins the Santa Cruz family 
by proxy. This is "nivelacion" of the pueblo class, an aforementioned 
characteristic of nineteenth-century Spanish society. 
The novel ends with the dissolution of the two marriages. Fortunata 
dies shortly after bequeathing her son to Jacinta, and Maxi is taken to 
an institution. Jacinta loses all respect for her husband, now a stranger 
in his own household. The Santa Cruz name survives in the person of 
Fortunata's son. 
Galdc^s in this novel has shown a deep and intimate understanding 
of women's characters and feelings. He has portrayed women as being 
conditioned and affected by their environment and heredity but he has 
also affirmed their significance as individuals—individuals in a 
society that does not recognize them as such. 
Although much of feminine life in the nineteenth century finds 
reflection in the novel, the picture is only a partial one. During 
this century the female's role as wife and mother became idealized in 
the sense that her world, her society, became prescribed and her duties 
were solely of the family rather than of the larger society. Not only 
behavior but mental outlook also was set to the conventional pattern. 
If there were any independent-minded Spanish women they concealed this 
quality admirably. On the other hand, a woman who showed much inde¬ 
pendence of character in her conduct would be looked upon askance, unless 
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she were very rich and placed by her wealth out of the reach of the ef¬ 
fects of misunderstanding and criticism. 
For the most part, the middle-class woman stayed at home, looking 
after the children or occupying herself with jobs of sewing, or em¬ 
broidering, or, more rarely, reading. Visits by lady friends sometimes 
relieved the monotony of this existence. The women talked of trifling 
matters, of the latest fashions, and of amorous intrigues, always sip¬ 
ping the inevitable chocolate or chewing bits of bucaro.^ Although the 
education of middle-class young ladies was generally neglected, and many 
considered it to be the source of loose behavior, there were some cul¬ 
tured women. 
The little instruction that the middle-class women did receive 
came from their religious training in the convent-schools surrounding 
Madrid. This training consisted of writing, answering from memory 
questions from a catechism, sewing and sometimes, games. Though they 
were taught to read and write no emphasis was placed on correct spelling 
or pronunciation, thus, they wrote with spelling so bad as to make them 
appear illiterate. Galdos confirms this fact in his introduction to 
Barbarita Arnaiz when he describes her childhood education as repre¬ 
sentative of her class: 
Ya habfa completado la hija de Arnaiz su 
educacio*h, que era harto sencillo en aquellos 
"*Ann M. Pescatello, "Latina Liberation: Tradition, Ideology and 
Social Change in Iberian and Latin American Cultures,!' Latin American 
Literary Review (Spring-Summer, 1975), Vol. Ill, No. 6, p. 162. 
6Ibid. 
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tiempos y consist(a en leer sin acento, escri- 
bir sin ortograffa, contar haciendo trompetitas 
con la boca y bordar con punto de marca en el 
dechado.7 
They knew only very simple arithmetic and often used their fingers to 
help calculate; in History the middle-class young ladies knew of the 
Gothic and Moorish invasions and their ultimate defeat, but beyond that, 
almost nothing; all that they knew of Geography could be reduced to vague 
notions of the planet's surface and of the knowledge that it was neces¬ 
sary to sail in order to go to the Americas discovered by Columbus. In 
Literature the extent of their knowledge was the comedy or drama of the 
O 
day that they had seen in the theater or read in the newspaper. 
In spite of the fact that the middle-class young ladies acquired 
much religious training from the convent-schools they did not really 
9 
understand it. 
Although women of the nobility received instruction in art and 
music, the only art instruction or appreciation for middle-class women 
was the embroidering with which they occupied themselves. They received 
little, if any, musical instruction though piano instruction did begin 
to be available after the Restoration when institutions such as that of 
San Isidro, opened their doors to women. 
The fundamental vocation of the middle-class woman during this 
^Benito Perez Galdos, Fortunata y Jacinta (Madrid: Librerfa y 
Casa Editorial Hernando, S.A., 1968), p. 23- 
8 * 
Walter T. Pattison, Benito Pe*rez Gal dos ( Boston : G. K. Hall & 




period was matrimony, thus she was trained in the home for this role. 
She learned how to convert wheat into bread, grapes into wine and how 
to take a chick from the egg. She did not, however, learn anything about 
life or its problems, since she was not permitted to venture outside the 
safety of her environment.^ 
Women of the lower class, less restricted by the growing codes of 
popular behavior, were able to continue their involvement in occupations 
outside the home and often engaged in activities considered "improper" 
for ladies. Due to the perpetuation of medieval family patterns among 
the lower classes these women remained dominant in their own households. 
They belonged to artisan, laboring, shopkeeping and service families in 
the cities. Legally, their rights were as circumscribed as they were 
for all classes of women, however, in practice they had more freedom than 
other women since their jobs and their husbands' occupations often took 
them out of their homes to help supplement meager incomes. The mode of 
sexual behavior among the lower classes was different from that of the 
upper classes. Due to their life's circumstances, working class women 
were far removed from upper class ideas of female chastity and marital 
fidelity. These women worked in shops or factories in which they were 
in constant contact with men and in situations which provided a rela¬ 
tively free atmosphere for sexual relations. 
While the political, economic and social changes of the century 
brought about many transformations in Spanish life—changes which were 
bound to affect womanhood—some issues concerning the status of women 
10 
Ibid., p. 92. 
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of the day were neglected. In the areas of education, employment and 
social activity where the Spanish woman had heretofore been greatly re¬ 
stricted, there was a demand for greater freedom and although the inno¬ 
vations were slow to materialize, the restless spirit of the times was 
evident in the increased female participation in public life in the lat¬ 
ter half of the century. 
CHAPTER II 
FORTUNATA VERSUS JACINTA 
The novel Fortunata Jacinta could indeed have also been titled 
El Pueblo Y. Clase Media for it is as much a novel of these two groups 
as it is the story of its two major female characters, Fortunata and 
Jacinta. It reflects through these characters the feelings, styles, 
language and customs of the lower- and middle-class women in nineteenth- 
century Spain and provides contrasts between the two women which are 
symbolic of the existing class distinctions. 
Fortunata, owner of a most inappropriate name for one so unfortu¬ 
nate, is a girl of the pueblo, the "cuarto estado.'1 Though a natural 
beauty with lovely black hair, perfect teeth, and a marvelous body, she 
embodies all the traits of lower-class women: vulgar speech, illiteracy, 
and ignorance of proper dress and social grace. 
Jacinta, a modest, delicate girl of excellent qualities is from 
the safe, conformist middle class. She is an affectionate and very 
pretty girl of medium height with, according to Gald^s, more grace than 
beauty.1 She was what was referred to in the language of the time as 
"una mujer mona," of very fine complexion and lovely eyes that made up 
^Benito Perez Galdos, Fortunata y Jacinta (Madrid: Librerfa y 
Casa Editorial Hernando, S.A., 1968), p. 72. All subsequent references 
are to this edition and will be indicated in the body of the text by 
page numbers enclosed in parentheses. 
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an attractive face. She looked better, as the author puts it, when she 
talked than when she was quiet because the facial movements involved in 
speaking highlighted her good features (p. 72). Because she came from a 
large family, she did not have many clothes, however, the few nice clothes 
that she did have gave her a look of elegance. 
Fortunata and Jacinta differ as much in their backgrounds as in 
their beauty. Jacinta's background is more detailed in the novel because 
the story of her family epitomizes the rise of the commercial middle 
class to power and affluence in the nineteenth century. Her parents are 
dry goods merchants, however, her family, the Arnaizes, is not as pros¬ 
perous as others of her class because of its size: her mother had given 
birth to seventeen children. 
By the simple fact given in Fortunata!s introduction that she was 
"una chica huérfana que vivfa con su ti^a...en la Cava de San Miguel..." 
(p. 80), we are told that Fortunata was a part of the "cuarto estado" 
because the Cava de San Miguel is located exactly below and south-west 
of the Plaza Mayor in the lowest class area of Madrid, her father was 
a vendor in the Plaza; her mother, like her aunt Segunda, was involved 
in the selling of eggs and chickens. Her parents died when she was 
twelve and she was placed in the custody of her aunt. This aunt, the 
owner of the pollerTa in which Juanito met Fortunata, lived out of wed¬ 
lock for years with a picador. One could not get lower than this in the 
Madrid of the 1880's. 
As was the education of all middle-class young ladies of the time, 
Jacinta's was inadequate. She had read few books and was completely 
13 
ignorant in questions of geography. She was able, however, to appreciate 
poetry and enjoy the theater. 
Regarding Fortunata's educational background, the author informs 
us that her ignorance was complete. She read very badly if at all and 
did not know how to write. She was ignorant to the point of not being 
able to express her thoughts in a logical and coherent way. 
While Jacinta was typical of most Spanish women, a devout Catholic 
who attended mass, confessed and upheld the convictions of the Papacy, 
Fortunata had no religious education. Her religion was mostly super¬ 
stitious beliefs made up of two or three incomplete notions. When, 
during her stay at the Micaelas, Fortunata is exposed to the Catholic 
religion, she is like a child with new shoes. 
Though Fortunata possesses neither political views nor the faintest 
interest in politics, Jacinta, like the women in the Santa Cruz family 
into which she marries, significantly supports don Alfonso. She bases 
this support simply on the fact that the Bourbon claimant is still a 
child (and she loves children). Later in the novel this support dissi¬ 
pates because the King and his alternations of power remind her of her 
2 
husband's inconsistency in his marital affairs. 
Language used by the characters in the novel varies according to 
the particular class to which the speaker belongs. As was characteristic 
of the New Spain, to speak well was indicative of a fine and decent per¬ 
son, most likely a member of the upper classes. Fortunata, representing 
2 
Robert J. Weber, ed., Galdos Studies, Book II (London: Tamesis 
Books Ltd., 1979-), p. 99. 
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the Old Spain, spoke in the past. So inadequate was her language that 
at times she was imposed to silence because of her inability to express 
her feelings in words. Her speech contained many vulgarisms of pro¬ 
nunciation characteristic of the lower class of Madrid. Even after she 
learned some new words and the correct pronunciation of others, she would 
still be at a loss for words and would sometimes stop in mid-sentence be¬ 
cause she did not know the appropriate word. 
The novel, while presenting a class struggle of sorts, also pre¬ 
sents a moral struggle—the struggle between love and society, between 
matrimony, a solid social institution and "el amor loco," a love that 
recognizes no other laws than those dictated by feelings. Jacinta is 
against this "amor loco" in theory and practice; Fortunata represents it. 
Fortunata pours scorn upon conventional morality: "A wife who has 
no children," she protests, "is no wife" (p. 762). Juanito Santa Cruz 
is the only man she has ever loved and, by the law of nature and her 
heart he is her husband (p. 370). Convinced of the omnipotence of love, 
she does not give the least importance to conventions, laws, rites or 
ceremonies; she believes that love rectifies all the laws and destroys 
those that oppose it. She does not understand anything relating to the 
mechanisms of society and is quick to defend what she calls her "natural 
rights." She is portrayed throughout the novel as a woman passionately 
devoted to one man and she takes pride in this fact: "Lo unico que la 
sostenîa era que el tal Juanito Santa Cruz era el unico hombre a quien 
habita querido de verdad y que le amaba siempre" (p. 447). 
For Jacinta, passionate love is embodied in love sanctioned and 
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regulated by the law. She loves Juanito in a different way from 
Fortunata. She is a woman in love, unable to avoid her husband's in¬ 
fidelity and yet resigned to suffer through it as one of those normal 
little accidents of married life. She gets her strength from the be¬ 
lief that the law and society are on her side. She is, it seems, hypo¬ 
critical when she condones, by tolerating, Juanito's adulterous activities 
and yet professes to uphold the convictions of society. Fortunata, in 
direct contrast, cannot tolerate Juanito's unfaithfulness to her, not 
even to one recognized as his true wife by society. 
The conflict Fortunata-Jacinta is no doubt one of fertility against 
sterility, as it is a conflict of classes. Jacinta, who is sterile, is 
so desirous of having a child that it becomes an obsession which often 
reveals itself in touching ways: Walking along a street, she mistakes 
the whines of a kitten for those of a child and implores the Santa Cruz 
doorman to go down into a sewer to save the creature (p. 13^+) ; with her 
friend Guillermina she visits the Madrid slums and tries to adopt a 
little boy whom she erroneously believes to be Fortunata's (p. 185); at 
the opera one night she dozes off and dreams that a baby is pressing its 
hand against her breast, whereupon she starts to unbutton her bodice to 
nurse it (p. 146). Her maternal instinct is so strong that she would 
willingly trade places with any mother, no matter how poor. She begins 
to doubt the wisdom of God in allowing her to remain childless while her 
sister, who is less well-off financially, has a baby yearly. Thus, 
Jacinta's frustration at her inability to conceive becomes one of the 
more poignant aspects of the novel. 
Galdo*s, who believed the pueblo to be the vital force of the 
16 
country, portrays Fortunata as fertile. She is not, however, obsessed 
with or even very desirous of having children. In fact, once when her 
friend Mauricia tell her that children should be for the rich rather than 
the poor because they are the ones who can support them, Fortunata agrees 
(p. 447). Later she professes to want a child, not out of any deep 
maternal desire, but because she sees the child as a means of accomplish¬ 
ing her ultimate goal, to get Juanito. She feels that if she can provide 
Jacinta with the child she so desperately wants she will agree to give up 
her husband. This solution to both her own and Jacinta1s problem exempli¬ 
fies her total disregard of social conventions and complete abandonment 
to the dictates of her emotions. 
Basically, Galdc^s sees Fortunata (the pueblo) as a child. Her 
wrongdoings are due to ignorance and inexperience. In spite of every¬ 
thing she has a childlike innocence. When she speaks, her mispronuncia¬ 
tions add to this impression. Even her progress is like that of a 
child's: she learns from Maxi, from Feijoo and especially from Jacinta 
3 
whom she tries to imitate. 
With regards to her feelings for Jacinta, the first time Fortunata 
saw her she had mixed emotions. Her first reaction was one of envy be¬ 
cause Jacinta had, after all, taken what she thought to be hers by right. 
Then this sentiment became mixed with admiration and a desire to be like 
Jacinta, to have her air, her sweetness and composure. She thought Jacinta 
to be beautiful in appearance and character; no other woman had so im¬ 
pressed her. She admired her to the point of wishing to be transformed 
*3 
^Michael Nimetz, Humor in Galdos (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1968), p. 195. 
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into her person (p. 453)* Later her resentment and envy change to pity 
and empathy when she realizes that Jacinta, as she, is a victim of a 
voltario husband. From the moment of this realization she becomes ob¬ 
sessed with being like Jacinta. She even dreams of having exchanged places 
with Jacinta, wherein Jacinta becomes the mistress and she the wife. This 
desire of transformation reappears at intervals and possibly explains 
her final decision. If she cannot be reincarnated in Jacinta, she will 
do it symbolically: her child will be the heir of the house, the son of 
Juanito and Jacinta. 
Although Fortunata tries to imitate Jacinta, she realizes that 
there are differences between them, the most outstanding being, of course, 
their class difference. She surmises that if she were a product of 
Jacinta's class she would then be just like her because the differences 
between them are differences of situation not of essence: "Si estuviera- 
mos como usted, entre personas decentes y bien cosadites con el hombre 
que nos gusta, y teniendo todas las necesidades satisfechas, seriamos 
lo mismo" (p. 707)* The fact that she uses the first person plural form 
in this discourse rather than the first person singular indicates, it 
appears, that she views herself as a representative or spokeswoman for 
the less fortunate women of her class. 
Jacinta's first knowledge of Fortunata comes when she is on her 
honeymoon with Juanito and he tells her of his seduction and abandonment 
of the girl of the pueblo. Thus, her first feelings are of pity. She 
feels sorry for the girl though she does not scold Juanito for his wrong¬ 
doing because she feels to do so would go against all the moral conven¬ 
tions of society. It would seem that she does not place legitimate love 
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over criminal love or matrimony over "el amor loco," hence, she keeps her 
feelings of sympathy for Fortunata to herself. She, like Fortunata, ex¬ 
periences mixed emotions but for a different reason. She knows how 
society would have her feel, yet she cannot be completely apathetic to 
the girl's situation. When she does see Fortunata, she, like everyone 
else, is fascinated by her beauty but she experiences feelings of 
jealousy and animosity toward Fortunata for causing her unhappiness in 
her marriage. Her last change in feelings comes after Fortunata bequeaths 
her child to Jacinta. She no longer feels animosity toward her, but 
rather a sense of companionship or sisterhood based on common misfortunes. 
She once again feels pity for her but this time because she (Fortunata) 
did not have the same opportunities as she. 
As can be seen in the women's views toward each other there are 
similarities between them. The most obvious similarity is that they 
both love Juanito Santa Cruz. There are others like the fact that both 
of their marriages, though sanctioned by the Church and society, are in 
different ways unsuitable and remain sterile. They share similar feel¬ 
ings about being misfortunate and disgraced. Fortunata, when she re¬ 
flects on her life after having listened to Dona Lupe's lecture on her 
adulterous activities, calls herself the most disgraced person in the 
world (p. 5^0) and Jacinta after learning that Juanito has once again 
taken up with Fortunata remarks that there is no woman more disgraced 
than she (p. 583). Both women accuse the other of stealing. Jacinta 
accuses Fortunata of stealing her husband and Fortunata accuses Jacinta 
of stealing her lover. Both, however, lament the fact that they did 
not choose another with whom to fall in love. Fortunata expresses her 
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regrets when desiring to see Juanito and finding herself unable to do 
so she says: "Todo al rêvés para mé. ..El hombre que quise, j. por que 
no era un triste a 1 bar?il? Pues no, habi'a de ser senorito rico para que 
me engafîara y no se pudiera casar conmigo?..." (p. 700). Jacinta ex¬ 
presses similar feelings when, after having become fed up with Juanito's 
infidelity, she thinks to herself: "...porque bien podrfa Moreno haber 
sido su marido..., vivir todavi^a, no estar gastado ni enfermo y tener 
la misma cara que tenfa el Delfui, ese false, mala persona" (p. 1031). 
Though the two women are from different worlds they are both, at 
some time in the novel, immersed into the world of the other. When 
this immersion occurs, the table is turned and it is now Jacinta who 
is like a child in the pueblo world. Her first encounter with the people 
of this world is indirect; it comes when Juanito first tells her of his 
first meeting with Fortunata (when she is eating the raw egg). Being 
ignorant of pueblo life she is repugnant at the thought of any man being 
attracted to a woman who eats raw eggs: "Un huevo crudo...;^Que^ asco! 
• / m 
...C,Que se puede esperar de qinen se enamora de una mujer que come 
huevos crudos?" (p. 13). She is confronted with the life of women out¬ 
side her class once again on her honeymoon when she and Juanito go 
shopping and she comments about the salesladies' need to work and their 
inability to earn enough to dress properly: 
—No puedes figurarte—decfa a su marido al 
salir de un taller—cuanta la*stima me dan esas 
infelices muchachas que est£h aquf ganando un 
triste jornal, con el cual no sacan ni para 
vestirse. No tienen educacidn; son como maqui- 
nas y se vuelven tan tontas...(p. 88). 
Later in the novel when Jacinta goes with her friend Guillermina 
into the lower-class neighborhood she shows marvel, surprise and fear 
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of the people and their surroundings. Everything about this life is new 
to her. She watches everything and everyone. She even mentally compares 
the smells of the lower class neighborhood to those of her more affluent 
neighborhood. She is amazed at the differences in their manner of 
speaking, seemingly in a foreign language when contrasted with her own. 
She observes how different the manners and dress of the women are: 
Encontraba mujeres con parTuelo a la cabe- 
za y manttfh parado, tapandose la boca con la 
mano envuelta en un plieque del mismo manton. 
Parecfan moras; no se les we fa mis que un ojo 
y parte de la nâriz (p. 180). 
So sharp is the difference in their dress from the women of her class 
that she refers to the women as looking like Moorish women which can be 
interpreted as saying that these women of the lower class had not been 
affected by the changes in dress which the nineteenth century wrought for 
her class. 
Though Jacinta is fond of children regardless of class she cannot 
refrain from noting that some of the pueblo children with their dirty 
faces, unkempt clothing and crude manners seem something other than 
human: "Los pequenuelos no parecian pertenecer a la raza humana." 
(p. 180). 
Jacinta cannot identify with this class of people. She realizes 
this and on one occasion expresses her inability to deal with lower- 
class people. She has become frustrated with the man, Jose Izquierdo, 
who is attempting to help her adopt "el Pituoso," the supposed child 
of Juanito and Fortunata. She says of him: "No, nada, este hombre es 
un chalon. No se tratar con esta clase de gente..." (p. 208). 
Fortunata is immersed into the middle class world through her 
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association with Maximiliano Rubin when she marries him. Though Juanito 
was the first person from the middle class with whom she had direct 
contact, she saw him in her own neighborhood. It is Maximiliano who 
teaches her habits usually taken for granted by members of the upper 
classes. She, like Jacinta, is totally ignorant of the customs of this 
class of people and is equally amazed at their dress and speech. She is 
eager to learn the language and how to dress and act, for all this, she 
feels, will help her become an honorable woman. 
So, unlike Jacinta, who only glimpses the pueblo world, Fortunata 
becomes a part, though not a member of the middle class world. Through 
Maximiliano she learns how to act and dress properly, improving herself 
so much so overall that when Jacinto Villalonga, Juanito's friend and 
accomplice in his affair with Fortunata, sees her he tells Juan that she 
has improved out of all description; she has become elegant without 
losing her popular charms (p. 404). She has learned everything per¬ 
taining to dress and outward appearance (she wears elegant dresses, a 
velvet coat and even a hat). Even Fortunata herself sees an improve¬ 
ment after having been immersed into this life: "\Cucfnto mas guapa 
estoy ahora que antes! He ganado mucho" (p. 343). She cannot, how¬ 
ever, adapt to the delicate tasks of the women of that class such as 
sewing and embroidering. She prefers instead to wash, scrub floors, wash 
windows or perform other tasks usually relegated to servants. Neither 
can she appreciate poetry or the theater because of her poor educational 
background. She becomes accustomed to her new neighborhood and furnish¬ 
ings in her new home noticing their sharp contrast to her old surround¬ 
ings. She adapts so well to the new ones that when she and "Maxi" separate 
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and she returns to live in her old house, she is repulsed by the house's 
shabby appearance and furnishings. 
When Fortunata returns to her old environment after her separation, 
she puts aside the middle-class mannerisms that she has acquired and 
reverts to her old customs. She again puts on the pueblo dress, donning 
a manton and wearing a scarf on her head. She goes back to some of the 
primitive manners of eating, and sitting, which she had abandoned during 
her stay with people of more refined customs. She again puts her hands 
on her waist, talks slowly, prolongs certain vowels and chews up words 
(p. 636). Though she abandoned many of those things which had improved 
her outward appearance she did carry with her an amended moral view¬ 
point, i.e., many things which had not mattered to her before now 
bothered her. She was not particular about going out among people of 
the middle class for fear that they would talk of her affair with 
Juanito. So it can be said that her immersion into the middle class 
world did socialize her somewhat. 
The men in the novel vary in their relationships with the two 
women. The first, Juanito Santa Cruz, is supremely representative of 
the society to which he belongs: he obeys an impulse for change for 
the sake of change, an alternation of fashion, just as politically the 
country alternates capriciously between authority and revolution. He 
is, quite clearly, a representative of the second generation of the new 
Madrilenian bourgeoisie and is firmly attached to his class. He be¬ 
lieves the rich to be different from everyone else, thus his relation¬ 
ship with those beneath his class is cold and distant. While he is not 
as cold with Fortunata as with others of her class, he does, however, 
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view her as an object. In spite of the fact that he is fascinated by her 
beauty and likens her eyes to those of the Virgin Carmen, he, like other 
middle-class men, thinks nothing of seducing her; he thinks nothing of 
her honor as indicated when he tells Jacinta: "Los hombres, digo, los 
serioritos, somos unos misérables; creemos que el honor de las hijas del 
pueblo es cosa de juego..." (p. 99). Although he admits to loving her 
deeply he refuses to go against society and forsake his legitimate wife 
for her. 
Maximiliano Rubin, a member of the lower middle class, is intro¬ 
duced to Fortunata by the mistress of a friend. His one ambition in 
life is that one day he might win the love of a virtuous woman, a good 
woman, thus when he becomes aware of Fortunata's background he con¬ 
ceives the idea of reforming her by making her an honorable woman. He 
falls in love with her and eventually marries her but not until after 
he has persuaded her to enter "Las Micaelas," a convent for the re¬ 
demption of Magdalenes. He laid constant stress upon the matter of her 
dishonor so her entrance into the convent was of great importance in his 
scheme for her redemption (p. 320). When he attempts to make Fortunata 
see her innocence and Juanito's fault and the necessity therefore for a 
law like this, she cannot understand. The only thing she comprehends 
and consistently maintains is that the said Juanito Santa Cruz is the 
only man whom she has ever really loved and that she will always love 
him. Her marriage to Maxi means nothing to her; and when once again 
she meets her old lover, she hails him as her true husband: "Tuyeres mi 
verdadero marido, tu...todo lo demas...jpapas!" (p. 598). 
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Don Evaristo Feijoo is an aging bachelor of comfortable means who 
"keeps" Fortunata during her separation from Maximiliano. Although he 
is passionately in love with Fortunata his attitude toward her becomes 
more paternal as his health fails. He calls her his stepdaughter and 
arranges for her to receive an annuity after his death. His relation¬ 
ship with Fortunata differs from that of Juanito or "Maxi" because he 
and Fortunata share common ideas with regard to morality. Both believe 
that society's moral code, especially as it applies to marriage, need 
not be a restraining influence if la naturaleza wills that it be broken. 
He expresses this most clearly when he says: "Lo que 11 aman infidelidad 
no es mas que el fuego de J_a naturaleza, que quiere imponerse contra 
el despotismo social, y por eso veras que soy tan indulgente con los y 
las que se pronuncian" (p. 637). He differs from Fortunata in that 
whereas Feijoo has always conducted his affairs in the most discreet 
and decorous manner possible, doing nothing to shock society, Fortunata 
behaves impetuously, without regard for appearances. Feijoo thus takes 
it upon himself to teach Fortunata how to manage an extramarital affair 
in good taste. Here he is probably expressing Galdôs1 own point of 
view. The author's bachelorhood, his known fondness for women of the 
pueblo and the mystery which to this day envelops his sentimental ad- 
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ventures all tend to confirm this. He tries foremost to convince 
Fortunata to try to be the least dishonorable possible rather than 
concentrate so much on being honorable. He attempts to show her how 
to be practical, to treat the world with much respect. He recognizes 
Nimetz, op. cit., p. 195- 
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that though it is good to be a saint, it is also difficult, therefore, 
one has to be discreet and not set bad examples. Dignity which he 
feels consists in not making mistakes and keeping decorum, is most 
important. He recognizes the advantages of a name and expounds on the 
virtues of the socially acceptable life as preferable to the life she 
leads. Like "Maxi", he feels that Fortunata will always be what others 
want her to be (p. 661). 
The two men with whom Jacinta has a direct relationship are Juanito 
and Don Manuel Moreno-Isla, nephew of her friend Guillermina. Both men 
adore her and place her in an angelic position (Moreno, however, does 
this secretly). 
Although Jacinta and Juanito's marriage was arranged, it would 
have been perfect had it not been for Juanito's accelerated "seven- 
year itch." While he professes to love Jacinta more than life itself 
and acts lovingly when with her, he strays nevertheless. He explains 
this infidelity to her as being comparable to the changing of seasons, 
styles or appetites: "En el fondo de la naturaleza humana hay tambien, 
como en la superficie social, una sucesion de modas, periodos en que 
es de rigor cambiar en apetitos" (p. 5^8). He knows that she loves 
him, deliriously he says: "La pobrecilla me quiere con delirio" (p. 129), 
and he uses this knowledge of the depth of her love to his advantage. 
Don Manuel Moreno-Isla is an aging bachelor who falls in love 
with Jacinta. To him everything Spanish is anathema. Of Spain, he says: 
"This is not a country, this is not a capital, there's no civilization 
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here." The merest trifles, such as the habits of Spanish servants, 
infuriate him. Of one of their habits he remarks: 
One of the things which aggravates me most in Spain 
is the habit which the servants have of singing at their 
work. The fact is that this miserable race which has no 
conception of the value of time, is equally ignorant of 
the value of silence.^ 
He is loyal, however, to Spanish women, and he finds love in Madrid in 
the person of Jacinta. Unhappily, however, for his peace of mind, 
Jacinta, unlike Fortunata, proves unconquerable. Thus, his relation¬ 
ship with Jacinta is purely platonic for though he loves her deeply he 
also respects her enough not to impose an illicit relationship upon her. 
The other women in the novel, the minor characters, maintain dif¬ 
ferent relationships with Fortunata and Jacinta. One, Guillermina 
Pacheco, is associated with both of them but others like Barbarita Santa 
Cruz, Dorfa Lupe, Tfa Segunda, Mauricia la Dura, Aurora and the maid 
Paprtos only have relationships with one or the other though some of 
them do come in contact with both women. 
Dona Guillermina Pacheco is very unusual. She is a saint, a woman 
of the middle class who devotes her life to works of charity. Galdos 
drew her character from an actual person, well known in Madrid at the 
time, a sort of Catholic Florence Nightingale and the portrait he gives 
of her has a superficial resemblance to Santa Teresa.^ Though her 
^L. B. Walton, Perez Galdos and the Spanish Novel of the 19th 
Century (New York: Gordian Press, 1970), p. 178. 
6Ibid. 
^Ricardo Gullon, Tëcnicas de Ga1do*s (Madrid: Taurus Ediciones, 
S.A., 1970), p. 162. 
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charity works take her to the lower classes she is not an upper-class 
spokeswoman for them. She does not seek justice for them, only charity 
and help in alleviating their situation. She believes in the values of 
the middle class as much as she does in Christian values. Her moral 
philosophy is that of the "mesocracia"ï the poor are different, of 
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another class. The institutions Church, State and Family are very 
sacred to her. 
Doffa Guillermina differs in her relationship with Fortunata and 
Jacinta. She tries to counsel Fortunata, to bring her to a sense of 
wrongdoing. Jacinta, on the other hand, is her comrade. Together they 
visit the slums of Madrid and distribute food, money and clothes among 
the needy. Guillermina also serves as a liaison or a "Celestina" figure 
for Jacinta in her dealings with Fortunata. She first does this when 
she arranges to have Jacinta overhear a conversation between herself 
and Fortunata, and she does it again later when she arranges to show 
Fortunata's baby to Jacinta without her knowledge. Just as everyone 
views Jacinta as angelical and good so does Guillermina view herself. 
Fortunata places Guillermina on a pedestal just as she does Jacinta. 
Both of them represent the supreme good for her. She is an orphan and 
since Guillermina built a home for orphans she views her as a mother 
figure; she goes to her for advice and counsel on her affairs with 
Juanito though she knows that Guillermina does not condone the relation¬ 
ship. It is Guillermina that she asks for on her deathbed and whose 




Dona Barbarita Santa Cruz, mother of Juanito, is like Jacinta, a 
woman loved by everyone. She is firmly rooted in her middle-class values 
and beliefs and though it is not said specifically, one can safely surmise 
that she, also like Jacinta, is ignorant of pueblo life. Her first 
glimpse of it in the novel comes from her son. When Juanito first be¬ 
gins to see Fortunata, his mother notices changes in his appearance and 
behavior: low-life expressions begin to contaminate his speech, he 
dresses in torero style and he drops his old friends for new company. 
Though it is not revealed whether Barbarita recognizes these as influ¬ 
ences or characteristics of lower-class companionship, it is revealed 
that she does not like them (p. 65). 
Jacinta had always been the favorite niece of Barbarita and after 
her marriage to Juanito she became even closer to her. They shared in 
their household activities and their religious worship, Barbarita, too, 
being a devout Catholic; and Barbarita shared Jacinta's pain at not 
being able to provide the Santa Cruz household with an heir. Together 
they represent the ideal Madrilenian family life. 
Dor?a Lupe, aunt of Maximiliano Rubin, is a determined matronly 
person in whom are embodied all the humours of Spanish lower middle- 
class women. She, as a mother figure, is a despot in comparison to 
Barbarita. Like Guillermina, she is a widow and is in charge of her 
nephew (Guillermina was at one time in charge of her nephew Moreno- 
Isla). Unlike either woman, however, she is a shrewd businesswoman who 
loves money, hers and everyone else's. She is constantly thinking of 
money-making schemes for herself and Maximiliano and even for Fortunata. 
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While neither Guillermina nor Barbarita is actively involved in 
politics or even professes to have an interest therein, Dot?a Lupe, in 
deference to her dead husband, is a confirmed liberal. Authoritarian 
by temperament, she nevertheless loathes political absolutism and does 
not allow any talk of Carl ism in her house. She too does not talk 
politics, because as the author notes, she actually does not understand 
anything about it and she is, therefore, a liberal more in feelings than 
in practice. Though she knows nothing of politics she does blame the 
Carlists for the Inquisition and refuses to listen to talk of absolut¬ 
ism (p. 383). 
She is one of those persons who do not have an education but it 
seems as if she does, judging by how well she expresses herself and 
deals with social formalities. Her language, though not vulgar, is 
characterized by her repetitious use of the expression "En toda la 
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extension de la palabra." 
Her religious views contrast sharply with Barbarita and GuilTer¬ 
mina 's. Her ideas are adapted to the criterion of her dead husband's 
views: "to give to God what is God's and to Caesar what is Caesar's" 
(p. 384). She repeats this philosophy proudly at every opportunity 
adding that she believes as much as the Santa Madre Iglesia wants her 
to believe but the fewer dealings she has with priests and others of 
the Church the better (p. 384). She does indulge so much as to listen 
to mass on Sundays and to confess frequently. 
DolTa Lupe is also a vain and conceited person who dislikes 
^Galdos, op. cit., pp. 336, 354, 381, 383, 384, 418, 488 and 
539. 
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ridiculous situations. Thus, she plays a role with her friends, taking 
much pain to present herself as lovely and of good stature. She praises 
herself and everything about her. Everything that is hers is always 
good: her house is the best on the street, her street the best in the 
neighborhood and her neighborhood the best in the city. So it is that 
when "Maxi" tells her of his plans to marry Fortunata she is flabber¬ 
gasted because to her Fortunata's situation is degrading, one which can¬ 
not be bragged about to her friends. This is the fact that bothers her 
about Fortunata; she is not in the least upset over the fact that she 
comes from the pueblo (p. 417). 
After meeting Fortunata and being amazed at her great beauty, Dona 
Lupe decides that her beauty will be the factor necessary to help her 
save face with her friends; she can exaggerate and glorify this un¬ 
matched beauty and also lay the blame for her unfortunate situation 
upon it. 
Being a woman who thrives on having someone to protect, guide and 
dominate, Dofîa Lupe is eager to teach Fortunata the "correct" way to 
live. She takes credit for fostering the idea of the Micaelas though 
she feels that she can teach her more. She does, after the marriage, 
try to instruct Fortunata in the ways of the world, and at the same 
time tries to instill some principles in her. 
Though Dorfa Lupe is against Fortunata at first for moral reasons, 
she later compromises with herself and decides to accept her since she 
is an admirable woman in "Maxi's" eyes. Their relationship, though not 
as warm and loving as Barbarita and Jacinta's, is a pleasant one. How¬ 
ever, unlike Jacinta with Barbarita, Fortunata resents Dofte Lupe's 
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intrusion into her life (p. 810). When Dona Lupe learns of Fortunata's 
impropriety she becomes angered with Fortunata, not so much because she 
has gone against the conventions of society and been unfaithful to her 
nephew, as because she has brought scandal to her house. This feeling 
of anger and animosity continues until after the reconciliation of 
"Maxi" and Fortunata when "Maxi" becomes ill. The illness brings about 
a closer relationship between the two, so close in fact that Doha Lupe 
begins to treat her almost as an equal (p. 820). 
Like the women of the upper middle class Dona Lupe also demon¬ 
strates an ignorance of or an impatience with lower class people though 
she herself is not so far removed from that class. Once when she vents 
her anger at Papitos, the servant she says: 
De esto tengo la culpa yo, grandTsima bestia, 
por empenarme en domar acémilas y en hacer de 
el las personas. Hoy te vas a tu casa, a la choza 
del mulador de Cuatro Caminos donde estabas, entre 
cerdos y gallinas, que es la sociedad que te cuadra... 
(p. 428). 
Just as Fortunata admires and is envious of Jacinta so is Dona 
Lupe with Guillermina. She too admires her to the point of wanting to 
emulate her. Guillermina for Dona Lupe represents the epitome of good. 
She tries to be like her in hopes that others will view her as they view 
Gui 11ermina. 
Galdos puts forth the idea of "nivelacion" through the character 
of Dofta Lupe. She desires "nivelaciôn" of the classes for financial 
gain and sees the child of Fortunata as a means of attaining it: "Aquel 
pequenuelo que iba a presentarse en el mundo era, por ley de la Natural- 
eza, sucesor de los Santa Cruz, ûnico heredero directo de poderosa y 
acaudalada familia" (p. 743). 
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Since it has been said that Jacinta and Guillermina represent 
Good in the novel, then Bad has to be represented by Fortunata and her 
friend, Mauricia la Dura. 
Mauricia is an alcoholic who is given to tantrums and depressed 
states during which she has to be confined. Though pretty, she is 
nevertheless, masculine-looking with short hair which is always un¬ 
kempt. Her voice, more like a man's than a woman's, is heavy and her 
language is vulgar, revealing instantly her lower-class background. 
Her speech, like Dona Lupe's is characterized by a repeated saying: 
" Peines y peinetas!" (p. 460). 
Functionally, the role of Mauricia in the novel is to be the 
temper of Fortunata—to remind her of Juanito when she should not. She 
reaffirms the moral of the love which Fortunata feels and considers 
genuine. She first does so when Fortunata is in the Micaelas sup¬ 
posedly purifying her soul and preparing herself for marriage. She 
counsels Fortunata and constantly reminds her that Juanito is really 
hers. She, being of the pueblo like Fortunata, agrees that Jacinta has 
taken one who is rightfully hers. Mauricia criticizes Jacinta as a 
member of the middle class saying she does not respect Fortunata because 
she was born poor and this is her justification for taking Juanito from 
her. She advises Fortunata to stand up for her rights and to refuse 
to be mistreated because of the circumstances of her birth (p. 460). 
Mauricia is similar to Fortunata in that they are both victims 
of poverty, have been seduced, were prostitutes, and were looked down 
upon by society. Even in the end as they die, though at different times, 
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they share similar desires in that they both want to die having repented. 
Each recognizes her own personal blame for bad deeds. 
Mauricia, like Fortunata, is in awe of GuilTermina and feels her 
to be something more than human as she illustrates in a dialogue with 
Fortunata: 
—jQue" senora esa!—exclamo’ Fortunata 
—HabrcT nacido de madré como nosotras?— 
—Apuesto a que no—respondio la Dura 
—I Que mujer!...Es prima hermana del Naza- 
reno... (p. 696). 
She and Fortunata also share a mutual saintly view of Jacinta: "Tambien 
aquella es de la piel de Cristd'(p. 696). She is however, contra¬ 
dictory here, as is her characteristic, since earlier she criticizes 
Jacinta for stealing Juanito from Fortunata. She is equally contra¬ 
dictory in her religious views. She is the only pueblo representative 
who professes to be Catholic or to be religiously inclined at all, and 
she only does this during her stay at the Micaelas and during her fatal 
illness when she is delirious. 
Segunda Izquierdo, aunt and guardian of Fortunata, is true pueblo. 
She talks in the loud voice of the vendors who work in the open and 
her speech like Fortunata's is infested with vulgarisms. She maintains 
a smooth relationship with Fortunata, though she did put her out of her 
house after Fortunata first became pregnant by Juanito. This attitude 
seems to indicate that moral standards are not solely a middle-class 
possession. 
Like DorTa Lupe, she is for the "nivelacion" of the classes and 
sees Fortunata's bearing a child by a member of the Santa Cruz family 
as luck and a blessing because to her the Santa Cruzes are like God 
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and can make them better off: 
jVaya, pues no vas tJ a ser ahora poco 
sefibra!...Chica, chica, no te hagas de miel; 
levanta la cabeza...y chica, crœmelo: hasta 
coche vamos a tener..."n/ trab^jalo bien, que 
nos ha venido Dfos a ver con ese hijo de 
nuestras entranas...Yo estoy muy orgullosa 
porque el Santa Cruz es como hay Dfos...(p. 1014). 
Reflecting on the characters, male and female from the middle class 
it seems that each who comes into contact with Fortunata feels a desire 
or need to improve or amend her moral standards. Juanito, though he 
enjoys the immorality of their relationship, nevertheless feels it good 
for her to marry. Her marriage, he feels, will give her more liberty 
to do as she likes, but with discretion, and most importantly she will 
have a name (p. 517). Guillermina tries constantly until her death to 
bring her to a sense of wrongdoing and to make her realize the invalid¬ 
ity of her contention that a childless marriage is no marriage. Dona 
Lupe and Feijoo try to teach her how to live within or around the laws 
of society. Finally, so does the demented Maxi, who takes it upon him¬ 
self to teach her morality before she dies. 
Regarding her fecundity and the lack of it in others better than 
she, he, in trying to make her see how wrong she is to use it to her 
advantage, remarks: "Se parece a tu verdugo. Lo malo no parece nunca. 
La maldad engendra, y los buenos se aniquilan en la estirilidad" (p. 964) 
As a rebuttal to her contention that love conquers all and her 
practice of "el amor loco" he delights in informing her that she is now 
the woman scorned, that Juanito has a new mistress, her friend Aurora. 
He tells her in essence that you reap what you sow: 
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Pues, ^quë querias tü?...Hija es pre- 
cioso estar a las agrias y a las maduras. 
jQ.uë querias? <Herir y no te hirieran?^ 
iMatar y no te mataran? El mundo es asi. 
Hoy tiras tu la estocada y manana eres tu 
qui en la recibe... (p. 967). 
He finishes his lecture on morals when she, angry at Aurora's 
deceit and theft of her love, flings names and indecencies at her, tells 
her in so many words that the pot cannot call the kettle black or as he 
puts it directly: "Tu, mira bien si tienes derecho o tratarla de ese 
modo" (p. 968). 
Throughout the novel it has been a contrast of middle-class life 
and pueblo life, middle-class values and pueblo values and most impor¬ 
tantly, middle-class and pueblo morals, but now with Maxi's revelation 
of Juanito and Aurora's affair, Fortunata must deal with pueblo morals 
against pueblo morals, i.e., what she feels to be right against what 
Aurora has done. Though she admits to being bad herself, she never¬ 
theless feels that Aurora's sin is greater than her own, for Aurora has 
done the intolerable among the women of her class—she has stolen from 
a friend (p. 968). Fortunata is able to deal with Jacinta's competition 
because she feels herself to have an advantage over Jacinta's sterility, 
but with Aurora she has no advantages. Thus, she becomes contemptuous 
toward Aurora, giving no thought to fighting with her and attempting to 
take her life. She justifies these contemptuous feelings with the belief 
that the world will not miss trash like Aurora. Ironically, she never 
likens herself to Aurora. In fact it seems that her novel-long desire of 
being transformed into the person of Jacinta or a person exactly like her 
has occurred, spiritually if not physically. She now likens herself to 
36 
Jacinta and, when questioned as to her identity when she fights with 
Aurora, answers: "jQuién soy!...Una persona decente..." (p. 978). If 
it can be said that "nivelacidn" can occur sentimentally, then Fortunata 
has accomplished it. 
As the novel ends with the dissolution of both marriages and the 
bequeathing of Fortunata's child to the Santa Cruz family, the struggle 
between love and society, between matrimony and "el amor loco" has gone 
full circle. "El amor loco" upheld by Fortunata and the women of her 
class, true to its definition, has obeyed no laws other than those 
dictated by feelings. 
CHAPTER III 
FORTUNATA, "MUJER DEL PUEBLO" VERSUS 
BOURGEOIS SOCIETY 
Although Fortunata y Jacinta deals primarily with the revolutionary 
years of 1868-1874, it is clearly concerned not just with that period 
and its movement from revolution to reaction but also with the contra¬ 
dictions of Restoration society, bourgeois society in general. As 
Raymond Carr has suggested, the Restoration tried to incorporate peace¬ 
fully all dissident forces (pueblo, specifically), in a futile effort 
to avoid social revolution.^ Galdds portrays the hypocrisy of that 
attempt through a woman, Fortunata. He portrays her as an outsider, the 
"mujer del pueblo," a representative of new positive values who opposes 
2 
the stagnant, retrograde society. 
In the novel, Fortunata is regarded by members of the middle classes 
as an object which they can manipulate to fulfill their particular needs. 
Juanito Santa Cruz sees her as a "love object" who can provide him with 
some variety whenever he tires of the regularity of middle-class life. 
The members of the Rubin family and GuilTermina Pacheco regard her as a 
kind of tabula rasa on whom they can impress a new being molded according 
^Raymond Carr, Spain; 1808-1939 (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1966), p. 238. 
2 
Robert J. Weber, ed., Gal do's Studies: Book II (London: Tamesis 
Books Ltd., 1974), p. 50. 
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to their will. Fortunata, however, refuses to be either just a "love 
object" or a tabula rasa. While these members of the middle classes 
supposedly are playing with her, she is effecting significant changes in 
3 
their way of life. 
Part I of the novel is primarily concerned with describing the 
condition of the established Spanish bourgeoisie in the Madrid of the 
early 18701 s, as seen through the story of the Santa Cruz family. This 
society is one in which Galdos is quite comfortable; he is acquainted 
with the entire Santa Cruz family and many of their friends and he re- 
4 
peats the philosophical views of this class. Thus, when he examines 
how the family attained its position, he is presenting the history of 
a class whose ideology and attitudes he shares. 
In spite of the fact that Galdos is himself a member of the 
bourgeois class, he is not always sympathetic to that class. He is 
critical of the way it has allowed itself to be enveloped into the 
modern age, manifest in changing styles and ideas. His account of the 
change in the status of the manton de Manila is particularly revealing. 
This once democratic garment ("al mismo tiempo serîoril y popular") has 
begun to lose its appeal among the women of the aristocracy and the 
middle classes "y solo el pueblo la conserva con admirable instinto."'’ 
Along with the manton de Manila, the pueblo has also become the only 
class which continues to display the once universally popular, bright 
3 lb i d. 
I j . . 
Benito Perez-Galdos, Fortunata y Jacinta (Madrid: Librena y 
Casa Editorial Hernando, S.A., 1968), p. 9* 
Ç 
Ibid., p. 40. 
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colors. Fortunata, of course, like the women of her class, is unaffected 
by the change in fashions and continues to wear the traditional garments 
and colors. It seems that Galdos, in his discussion of the changing 
styles, is suggesting that as the bourgeoisie rose as a class, it left 
behind in the pueblo certain styles which were essential to the exist¬ 
ence of society.^ 
While Galdo“s laments the fact that the bourgeoisie has abandoned 
the traditional dress and colors, he nevertheless reflects bourgeois 
attitudes toward the pueblo. For example, Chapter IV of the novel, which 
is titled "Perdicion y salvamento del 'Delfin'," is concerned with the 
period in Juanito's life when he immersed himself temporarily in the life 
of the pueblo. This temporary immersion is, of course, the "perdicion", 
and the "salvamento" is his return to the norms of bourgeois life. To 
an extent, then, Galdos shares the patronizing bourgeois attitude of 
Juanito toward the pueblo. This view is manifest in Juanito's feeling 
that "La educacion del hombre de nuestros dias no puede ser compléta si 
êste no trata con toda clase de gente, si no echa un vistazo a todas 
las situaciones posibles de la vida, si no toma el tiento a las pasiones 
todas.and it is further emphasized in his treatment of Fortunata. 
For Juanito, Fortunata and the entire pueblo exist merely as a plaything 
to amuse him whenever he wishes to be so amused. He regards them purely 
as objects, and he never stops to consider their humanity. This patroni¬ 
zing attitude is also manifest in Gui 1lermina's treatment of the pueblo. 
She is charitable toward the poor but only within the limits of bourgeois 
Weber, op. cit., p. 55» 
^Galdos, op. cit., p. 98. 
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ethics. Thus, she condemns Fortunata but excuses Juanito and, like 
Juanito, she sees the pueblo as an object which she can use to fulfill 
her egotistical needs without ever recognizing its humanity. 
Both Juanito and Guillermina classify Fortunata according to the 
same commonplace philosophical concept. When Fortunata declares that 
she will always be pueblo, Juanito responds: "Pueblo, eso es, ...: en 
otros términos: lo esencial de la Humanidad, la materia prima, porque 
cuando la civilizacion déjà perder los grandes sentimientos, las ideas 
9 
matrices, hay que buscarlos al bloque, a la cantera del pueblo." 
He reveals his condescending attitude toward Fortunata and the pueblo. 
They exist merely as an object ("bloque") for the bourgeoisie ("la 
civi 1 izacioli") to exploit whenever it needs to do so. 
When Guillermina confronts Fortunata1s idea, she observes: 
"Usted ^Fortunata/ no tiene sentido moral; usted no puede tener nunca 
principios porque es anterior a la civi1izacion; usted es una salvaje 
y pertenece de lleno a los pueblos primitivos." ^ Here Guillermina 
repeats a philosophical commonplace similar to the one pronounced by 
Juanito, and she too shows her patronizing attitude toward the pueblo 
which is "anterior a la civi1izacion." Galdos reemphasizes his ad¬ 
herence to the dominant bourgeois thought by reiterating and expanding 
Gui 11ermina1s statement: 
El pueblo en nuestras sociedades, conserva las 
ideas y los sentimientos elementales en su tosca 
Weber, loc. cit. 
9 
Galdcfs, op. cit., p. 298. 
10Ibid., p. 407. 
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plenitud, como la cantera contiene el m^rmol, 
materia de la forma. El pueblo posee las verdades 
grandes y en bloque, y a el acude la civil izaci<$n , ^ 
conforme se le van gastando las menudas de que vive. 
Here he is reaffirming also his earlier contention that as the bourgeoisie 
rose as a class, it left behind in the pueblo certain styles and "truths" 
which were essential to the existence of society. 
In Part II of the novel, when attention shifts to the petty 
bourgeois world of the Rubfn family, Galdos is not so much at home as 
he was with the Santa Cruz family. He has not known these people per- 
1 2 
sonally, and he is not too familiar with the history of this family. 
This lack of history contrasts with the detailed account of the rise 
of the house of Santa Cruz, and it reflects the secondary social impor¬ 
tance of the petty bourgeoisie as seen from the author's point of view. 
The children of this class do not have the leisure to complete 
two carreras as Juanito Santa Cruz was able to do. Rather, they must 
worry about practical economics, which is never of concern to Juanito. 
Therefore, Nicholas Rubf’n becomes a priest and Maximil iano a druggist. 
Lacking a university education, they do not mouth the commonplace 
philosophical sayings which come out of the university. So within this 
world there are no theoretical statements about the pueblo. 
Since the petty bourgeoisie mediates the separation of the pueblo 
and the bourgeoisie, members of this class engage in daily interaction 




Ibid., p. 290. 
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From this intermediate position, the Rub HI family can consider 
Fortunata in a way very different from that in which the Santa Cruz saw 
her. Whereas Juanito Santa Cruz scorned Fortunata because of her in¬ 
ferior social position and was attracted primarily by her beauty, the 
Rubin are mainly concerned with the state of her virtue and are attrac¬ 
ted not only by her beauty but also by other qualities such as her 
13 
thriftiness and sincerity. 
In spite of their somewhat sympathetic attitude toward Fortunata, 
the Rubin, in different degrees, still regard her as an object through 
which they hope to satisfy egotistical impulses. Maximiliano falls 
deeply in love with Fortunata, but his love is inspired by his desire 
to redeem her, to make her "honrada". He becomes so caught up in his 
plan of regeneration that he loses sight of the real Fortunata. Dofta 
Lupe is attracted to Fortunata by a desire to reform her and Nicholas 
Rubin sees in Fortunata an opportunity for him to show off the efficacy 
of his priestly talents: "He aquf una ocasion de lucirme—penso—. Si 
consigo este triunfo, sera/ el ma's grande y cristiano de que puede 
14 
vanagloriarse un sacerdote." Fortunata provides him with an oppor¬ 
tunity to improve his professional position and prestige. Thus, for all 
three of these characters, Fortunata becomes merely a means to an end, 
and her humanity ceases to be of importance; in spite of their apprecia¬ 
tion of certain of Fortunata's human qualities they too, like Juanito 
and GuilTermina, see her as a "Bloque" which they will model to suit 
1 3 
Weber, op. cit., p. 57- 
14 ✓ 
Galdos, op. cit., p. 396. 
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their taste. Their methods of educating her also are based on bourgeois 
convention. Dona Lupe and "Maxi" are continually correcting the "popular- 
ismos" in Fortunata's speech, and Nicholas instructs her according to 
"formulas rutinarias o rancios aforismos de libros escritos por santos 
a la manera de él."^ 
Unlike the middle classes, the pueblo does not have any one part 
of the novel which is essentially all its own. Rather, the role of the 
most important representative of this class, Fortunata, is dependent 
upon her relations with members of the middle classes. In fact since 
the author shares the perspective of the bourgeoisie it is safe to 
assume that her story never would have been told had she not been found 
by Juanito Santa Cruz; Galdos confirms this when he asserts that "si 
Juanito Santa Cruz no hubiera hecho aquella visita /durante la cual 
conocio a Fortunata/, esta historia no se hubiera escrito. Se hubiera 
escrito otra, si*, porque por doquiera que el hombre vaya lleva consigo 
su novela; pero esta no."^ If Juanito had not made that visit and 
therefore not found Fortunata, her story would probably never have been 
told, for that hypothetical "other" story would surely still have been 
Juanito's, i.e., another account of the life of the bourgeoisie. More¬ 
over, since Juanito is the only narrator of his first affair with 
Fortunata, our initial responses to her are based on his bourgeois 
point of view. 
Aside from the background information which Juanito provides about 
1 '’ibid., p. 401. 
l6Ibid., p. 62. 
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her, Fortunata too fills in a few details about her past. The author, 
however, has made no effort to investigate this part of Fortunata's 
life. This lack of history, shows that Fortunata's past is of little 
interest to the author. Thus, like Fortunata's mother, her aunt is a 
huevera, and, if she had not fallen into the hands of Juanito Santa 
Cruz, her own fate would have been similar. Unlike the middle classes, 
the lot of the pueblo was not improved during the nineteenth century, 
and so it produced none of the interesting details which the author 
found in the stories of the bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie.^ Where 
as the stories of the Santa Cruz and Rubin families represent the 
rise which their respective classes experience during the period of 
bourgeois ascendancy, the lack of history in Fortunata's case repre¬ 
sents the constancy—in terms of its place on the social ladder—of 
the experience of the pueblo during that same period. 
In Part II Fortunata emerges from this sparse background and she 
asserts her presence in such a way that she remains the center of atten 
tion for most of the rest of the novel. She becomes involved with many 
of the middle-class characters, Maxi, Feijoo, and Jacinta. As she 
struggles with contradictory feelings brought about by her encounters 
with these people she develops an awareness of her situation. Her 
efforts to deal with the presence of Jacinta, in particular, inspire a 
sense of class consciousness in her: 
Si estuvieramos como usted jacinta/> entre personas 
decentes, y bien casaditas con el hombre que nos gusta, 
y teniendo todas las necesidades satisfechas, serTamos 
lo mismo. ST, seffbra; yo séria lo que es usted si 
estuviera donde usted esta“I. .Vaya, que el rnerito no es 
tan del otro jueves....Y si no, venga usted a mi puesto, 
^Carlos B1anco-Aguinaga, "On 'The Birth of Fortunata 
Galdosianos. Vol. I, No. 2 (1966), p. 18. 
'," Anales 
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al puesto que tuve desde que me engarîo7 aquel , y 
entonces veriamos las perfecciones que nos sacaba 
la mona ësta.^® 
Fortunata expresses here and in other places her awareness of the privi¬ 
leges Jacinta enjoys as a member of the bourgeoisie, and she recognizes 
that differences in social position have distorted the equation which 
otherwise would have existed between her own essential respectability 
and that of Jacinta. 
She also despairs at being treated like a plaything by her middle- 
class companions: 
Todo va al reves para mi...Dios no me hace caso. 
Cuidado que me pone las cosas mal....El hombre que 
quise, t,por que' no era un triste albaTiil? Pues; 
habfa de ser senorito rico para que me enganara y no 
se pudiera casar conmigo....Luego, lo natural, era 
que yo le aborreciera... ; pues no, serfor, sale 
siempre la mala, sale que yo le quiero mlfs...Luego, 
lo natural era que me dejara en paz y asi^ se me 
pasarfa esto; pues, no serTor, la mala otra vez; me 
anda rondando y me tiene armada una trampa....Tambien 
era natural que ninguna persona decente se quisiera 
casar conmigo; pues no, senor, sale Maxi y..., tras, 
me pone en el disparadero de casarme, y, nada, cuando 
apenas lo pienso, bendicion al canto....19 
This recognition of her condition of "objectness" goes along with a pre¬ 
occupation about whether or not she will ever be able to break the bonds 
of this condition: "Ocurriole si no tendrfa el la pecho alguna vez, 
querfa decir iniciativa..., si no harfa alguna vez lo que le saliera 
20 
de entre si." It can be seen, then, that Fortunata has a good under- 
Gald<5s, op. cit., p. 707- 
19Ibid., p. 720. 
20 
Ibid., p. 719. 
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standing of the nature of her condition. 
With the novel's end, the structure of the relations among Fortunata 
and the other central characters has been rearranged. In part I every¬ 
thing had been centered around Juanito Santa Cruz. As noted before, 
Fortunata y Jacinta began as Juanito's novel, and his presence had 
mediated the roles of his wife and his lover; with him intervening they 
had been enemies. At the end, however, Juanito is descastado—rejected 
by his wife and rebuked by his mother—and the companionship of the 
former rivals is now reconciled by Fortunata's son: 
Jacinta vivfa consagrada a el ^el hijo7 en cuerpo y 
alma....A solas con el, la dama se entretema fabricando 
en su atrevi^lo pensamiento edificios de humo con torres 
de aire y cupulas mas fragiles aun, por ser de pura 
idea. Las facciones del heredero nino no eran las de la 
otra, eran las suyas. Y tanto podia la imaginacion, que 
la madre putativa llegaba a embelesarse con el artificioso 
recuerdo de haber llevado en sus entrarTas aquel precioso 
hijo y a estremecerse con la suposicion de los dolores 
sufridos al echarle al mundo. Y tras estos juegos de la 
fantasia traviesa, vema a discurrir sobre lo desarregladas 
que andan las cosas del mundo. Tambi/n el la tenia su idea 
respecto a los vfnculos establecidos por la ley, y los 
rompia con el pensamiento, realizando la imposible obra de 
volver el tiempo atras, de mudar y trastrocar las calidades 
de las personas, poniendo a este el corazon de aquel, y a 
tal otro la cabeza del de mas alla, haciendo, en fin, unas 
correcciones tan extravagantes a la obra total del mundo, 
que se reirfa de el las Dios si las supiera, y su vicario 
con faldas....21 
This passage demonstrates the profound effect that Fortunata has had 
on Jacinta, for here Jacinta too begins questioning the propriety of 
established circumstances. When Galdos comments, "Tambie'n el la tenia 
su idea...", it is safe to assume that the person on the other side of 
21 
Ibid., p. 1028. 
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that también is Fortunata. The imaginary process of changing around 
faces and hearts which Jacinta undergoes was experienced frequently 
by Fortunata, who repeatedly wished Juanito were a "triste albaTfil," 
22 
and who constantly rebelled against "esas senoras de circunstancias." 
The roles of the two rivals are now reversed as Jacinta begins to 
imitate Fortunata: as Fortunata used to dream about being Juanito's 
wife, Jacinta now imagines that she has had his baby. In this way, 
then, Fortunata1s sacrifice has given the Santa Cruz not only a new 
life, but also a new sense of awareness since Jacinta now begins to 
question the conventions of bourgeois society which she had always 
observed so meticulously. While she manages to erase Fortunata's image 
from the face of the child, Juan Evaristo, her imitation of her one¬ 
time rival indicates that she cannot erase the substance of the con- 
23 
tribution made by Fortunata. 
Fortunata y Jacinta begins as the novel of the bourgeoisie, with 
the narrator as well as the principal characters serving as the articu¬ 
lators of the point of view of this class. Thus, we read about a 
society which has achieved a benevolent "confusion de...las clases." 
Even at the moment of the first expression of Fortunata's idea (of giving 
the child to Jacinta), we are aware, nevertheless, of the patronizing, 
benign attitude which sees the pueblo as a primitive "bloque". In part 
IV, however, this type of formulation of bourgeois attitudes is absent. 
22Ibid., p. 720. 
23Ibid., p. 1028. 
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We see, for example, a new "confusidn de...las clases" at Fortunata's 
house in the Cava when, because of her son, such people as Guillermina, 
Jacinta, Barbara, and Maximiliano come to visit. This "confusion" is 
created by Fortunata's idea. Thus, Fortunata demonstrates the new 
power she has attained, for she now commands the full attention of those 
who once disdained her. The daughter of the pueblo, who was seen as 
nothing more than an object lacking all the qualities of "civilized" 
society, has now forced members of that society to come to her and 
recognize her as the most powerful agent of the novel. Fortunata has 
overcome the barriers which society has placed in her way, and this 
achievement is reflected in the elimination of those commonplace pro¬ 
nouncements which had "defined" all aspects of the novel according to 
the interests of the bourgeoisie. It can be said then, that not only 
has Fortunata transformed the lives of the other characters, she has 
also altered the structure of the novel. 
Through her influence on Jacinta, Fortunata gives bourgeois 
society a new consciousness, a new sense of awareness which should 
lead to a less conventional, more vital society in the future. 
CONCLUSION 
The portrayal of feminine life in Fortunata y Jacinta mirrors the 
actual life of Spanish women during the nineteenth century. During 
this period the female's role as wife and mother became idealized in 
the sense that her world became prescribed and her duties were solely 
of the home. Barbarita and Jacinta epitomize this role in the novel. 
Both their lives are set to conventional pattern. Just as the middle- 
class woman of the era stayed home, looking after the children or 
occupying herself with jobs of sewing and embroidering, so do Barbarita 
and Jacinta. Barbarita is shown as a doting mother to her son and 
Jacinta, though nature has not allowed her to birth a child, appears 
also to possess the qualities of a good mother. Both stay home and 
busy themselves with sewing. 
In spite of the fact that the middle class became prominent during 
this period, the education of its female members was, nevertheless, 
neglected. Barbarita and Jacinta, like the middle-class women of that 
epoch, have an inadequate education. 
Barbarita and Jacinta are representative of the new Madrilenian 
bourgeoisie and like the women of this class, they have abandoned the 
traditional clothing and adopted new styles, some of European influence. 
The lower-class women in the novel, like the females of the pueblo 
during the nineteenth century, belong to the artisan, laboring, shop- 
49 
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keeping or service families. While glimpsing the daily working lives 
of these women like Segunda Izquierdo and Papftos, one never sees the 
middle-class women working outside the home because such was not the 
practice during this period. 
As was typical of nineteenth-century lower class women, Fortunata 
was almost totally illiterate. Her speech and mannerisms reflect those 
of the pueblo class which had not been affected by the changes which 
produced a New Spain—one which attempted to speak well and correctly. 
The dress of Fortunata and the other pueblo women, particularly 
those observed by Jacinta during her venture into the lower-class 
neighborhood, is typical of the nineteenth century: handkerchief tied 
around the head, shawl wrapped around the body and bright-colored 
dresses and skirts. This traditional dress had been abandoned by all 
except these women, who of course, could not afford to abandon it. 
The conduct of the women was prescribed during this period and 
therefore any woman who showed independence of character in her conduct 
was looked upon askance by society. This behavior is exemplified by the 
upper class in their view of Fortunata. She, however, is a product of 
the pueblo and like the members of that class during the nineteenth 
century, she cannot be governed by those conventions or laws of the 
middle class. Even her turning to prostitution reflects the life of 
pueblo women during that time; it was a way out for her just as it was 
for many lower-class women. 
The dress, attitudes, moral conventions, habits and speech of the 
middle- and lower-class women in the novel are the same as those of the 
51 
women of the respective classes during the nineteenth century. Thus, 
the characterization of women in Fortunata y Jacinta, when compared 
with the actual position of women in nineteenth-century Spain, reveals 
that much of that era's feminine life is reflected in the novel. 
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